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Introduction

That man was only 67-years-old, without organic disease, when he was going to die in an abominable conditions, stepping over piles of 
accumulated objects en defecating uncontrollably on his way up to his bed, in which he was going to die of disorders of the interventricu-
lar conduction at the level of his heart weakened by the toxicity of the alcohol. Not just any alcohol: high-end champagne, white rum and 
sometime rare whiskey, which had contributed to his debt, living beyond his financial means.

There was also the accumulation of objects, often expensive and a curious seeming to joined together, of complex origin. He even 
placed some on the edge of his balcony, according to their shape, to a decorative soucy or having possibly a certain value as a beautiful 
and large quartz or a stone seeming to participate in two tectonic processes, that is a little different from the classic description, as well 
as the choice of other objects and, in particular, in the context of its alcoholic appetite-as we indicate above-the choice of brand of bottles 
of vintage grand cru champagne or of special kind of bottles of whisky, obviously expensive. It seems to enjoy to spend and throw away 
his money.

Moreover, it seems to have been an athletic man, a great sportsman, whose honorary cups, adorning the top of his library, reflected 
victories in competitions. He had to follow a positive diet during his athletic period.

But it seems that he would however, have gone tin the past through a period of temporary alcoholism, which he would have overcome-
perhaps at the time of his divorce.

There were hidden psychopathological aspects of the personality, which could only be awakened during affective or existential dif-
ficulties.
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In this context of structural fragility to the psyche, the display of feeling of frustration would be lead him to purchase numerous beyond 
his resources notably in reason of alcoholic habits, in an overcompensatory mode.

The disenchantment and the pathological recourse to bad substitutes

May be I had a unmanageable retirement as objective the subsequent purchase of teaching materials that have become useless, per-
sistence in buying to display small educational materials that have become superfluous somehow seems to translate, to demonstrate a 
nostalgic behavior.

A remarkable dismissal of interest in sport after having wondering some years a lot of engagements, as evidence seems also participate 
in a certain renunciation of one’s existential attractions and stimulating preferences.

But, what is more serious, not only a disenchantment with his way of life: the fact that he no longer opens his letters, even those of an 
administrative nature, which seems go in the direction of an antisocial tendency, described jointly in the syndrome, along side the syl-
lagonomania, which translates as attempt to anchor oneself in existence through a search and collection of dissimilar objects by bringing 
them together with order and pleasure in looking them and showing them, even some on his balcony.

Anyway, the manager, who had to renew the Renewable lease every three years-an it was to be done that year and especially he had 
been informed of troubles by a colleague from the notarial office, where he was employed, should have paid a visit to the tenant concerned, 
who was to die later of intracardiac conduction disorders due to a toxic weakening disease, while he was in a state of acute alcoholism, 
having climb painfully into bed, after having stepped over the piles of bags, debris and devices-scattered over a height of almost one meter, 
defecating as shown by the marks on the edge of the mattress and sheet, which demonstrates a loss of organic instinctual control.

The legislator considers that non assistance to a person in danger is a serious offense when there is an abstention or omission to bring 
help to a person in danger or in peril.

The penalty can range from a prison sentence to a fine.

An other aspect his anyway to recall: he had fallen out with his “children and may be the rest of his family, without anyone knowing the 
reasons. He has an affirmed character, benevolent with his young students, who wrote him letters of thanks, which we have seen, which 
also appeared in photos, but with a somewhat complete sensitivity, which means intransigent.

We know that more and more families, even in the south of Spain (it seems 1/10), refuse to pass on their estate and prefer to spend 
everything or give to an humanitarian organization. Even Bill Gates only wants to pass on a tiny part of his inheritance to each of his 3 
children.

Conclusion

Herve, when he was a young adult, has experimented happy and enjoyable life’s feelings to invest his different activities, his family, 
his educational and particular pedagogic help, with return of its acts, helping young people, being positive, this in rewarding way both 
through his advice and his affective movements, all being fully feeling the satisfaction of perceiving himself. Letters, views represent dona-
tion testify thanks.

The retirement was to lead to an unmanageable existential rupture leading him to a narrowing of objectives, which altered an already 
fragile personality, until he became passive, indiff3erent in an unhappy mode, finding in the intake of alcohol a substitute....But also in 
excessive spending on unusual luxury items.
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At this level, a family estrangement must be underlined, such that the inheritance has been diminished in a somewhat conflicting way, 
even complex in its affective dimension [1-14].
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